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Want to be Audition ready?
JUTE Actors Studio offers quality 
professional theatre training for 

young people aged 9 to 18+.

Register for  Term 1 of 
JUTE Actors Studio

2021 - TERMS 

Term 1, February 10 - March 31

Term 2, May 5 - June23

Term 3, July 28 - September 3

Term 4, October 20 - December 8

Every Wednesday

GROUPS

Primary School (‘Gobos’) ages 9-12 only 3:45-4:45 pm

Secondary School (‘Parcans’) ages 13-17 only 5:00-6:30pm

Adults (‘Ensemble’) ages 18+ only 7:00-9:00 pm

Term Prices

$190 – 9 to 12 yrs

$210 – 13 to 17 yrs

$240 – 18 yrs+

If you are excited about the idea of developing your acting

skills, and especially if you are serious about a career in the

performing arts, then JUTE Actors Studio will give you the

edge you need. Our weekly classes are designed to deepen

your understanding of acting as a professional practice.

You will need a sense of play, imagination, intelligence and a

passion for theatre. Prior experience is desirable but not

essential. We do expect a disciplined commitment to the

training however. Our theatre school facilitators are

experienced industry professionals who deliver the classes in

close consultation with JUTE’s creative team. You’ll be given

expert stage training for voice, stage craft, movement, script

analysis and ensemble work.

JUTE Theatre Company is genuinely interested in increasing 

your professional skills and giving you opportunities to shine 

as an artist.

https://jas2021.eventbrite.com.au
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MEET THE FACILITATORS

JULIA ALLMAN– TERM 1 FACILITATOR

Julia Allman is the new facilitator of the upcoming JUTE Actors 

Studio term, 2021.  A graduate of QUT in acting, Julia has worked 

extensively as a professional actor before becoming a high 

school drama teacher.

She brings with her not only professional training and 

professional theatre experience but also the discipline of a 

working teacher. Her bright energy and bubbly personality will 

make sure the classes are fun learning spaces for aspiring actors.

Julia is pumped to bring JUTE Studio actors a fresh focused 

atmosphere, with workshops designed to energise your acting 

skills and share ideas. "I'm fuelled by learning with and learning 

from other performers, whether they are established, emerging 

or making their debut in the space,” Julia says.

NATALIE TAYLOR – FACILITATOR

Natalie grew up in Cairns and studied acting at James Cook 

University in Townsville. She has been an industry professional 

since 2002, performing that year in her first JUTE theatre 

production – a highly acclaimed one woman show, Junk Rooms.

In 2003, Natalie moved to Sydney to deepen her acting 

experience and there she performed in a variety of theatre 

productions; short films, commercials, feature films, TV shows 

and toured throughout Australia and New Zealand for two years 

performing for a Theatre in Education Company.

In 2014, she returned to Cairns where she has been engaged 

further as an actor in a number of JUTE productions including At 

Sea, Starring , Here We All Are. Assembled and To Kill A 

Cassowary. as well as facilitating at JUTE Actors Studio for over 

two years. She has a wealth of teaching experience with a keen 

focus on script analysis and character work. 

https://jas2021.eventbrite.com.au
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What Our Students Have To Say:

LILY EGGETT

Having been enrolled in JUTE theatre company for three

years now, I can say with honesty, that I have learned and

experienced immeasurably through the programs and

opportunities that JUTE had to offer. I had one of my most

memorable experiences with JUTE when I was 12 years old. I

was cast in a production titled ‘Mr Takahashi’ – Directed by

the wonderful Suellen Maunder in 2017. This was very

exciting for me to work amongst a group of well-known,

Australian actresses and perform multiple shows within a

professional, creative environment. I really did feel like an

actress! I also had many other honourable opportunities

through JUTE such as performing with a community of a cast

in a musical earlier last year titled ‘Beginnings’ – where we

had the privilege of performing in front of an audience of

three thousand! And late last year, I had the opportunity to

have my first experience in front of a screen, where I worked

for a JUTE theatre campaign.

Throughout these enriching opportunities and many more

JUTE not only supported me through my creative journey

enabling me to extend my acting skills, knowledge of theatre

and experience in the industry, but assisted me in gaining soft

skills such as public speaking, teamwork and work ethic, and

growing my self-confidence and self-identity.

Having JUTE theatre school in Cairns really gives an

opportunity to every young person like me, to express their

individuality and thrive for their own goals. It especially

meant to me, that my dreams of becoming an actress and my

passion for the creative arts could be taken seriously. JUTE

provided me with resources and inspiration to follow my

dreams and belief that I one day will achieve them. Without a

doubt, I could not be who, and where I am today, without the

opportunities that enrolling in JUTE theatre school had

offered me.

https://jas2021.eventbrite.com.au
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MARK RAYMOND

I originally decided to complete a term of acting classes

because I wanted to deal with some personal issues around

dealing with public speaking and discovering more about who

I AM.

I did indeed find that I was able to delve directly into my fear

of public speaking and this has led to a lot of personal

development as I wanted.

This however is not all that I discovered. I discovered so much

more, which has helped in every part of my life, I learned

techniques to reduce stress, I learned to have a lot of fun, I

discovered so much about myself that I was able to discover a

almost child like awe at the world which wasn’t there before

starting this. I discovered how to explore my feelings and

apply them to characters and situations which I would

previously not of thought possible. I learned to see words in

ways which i never looked at before, I could feel the

thousand ways which words can speak instead of the one

way which something was once read. I learned how to talk to

and speak in the language of emotions and learn how to

project feeling. I learned how to control voice, to learn how to

resonate my voice and project it.

I have had may coaches through my business in the last

couple of years, but none of this prepared me for the

discovery which there is in acting classes.

Even if you never intend to become an actor, I would still

highly recommend doing these classes. The cross over lessons

to normal life are so valuable that they will empower you so

much more in every way. Your normal life will become more

empowered. You will become more effective.

Finally in this I have discovered a joy, a joy to enjoy the

company of creative people who are on a journey to explore

the possibilities which come with acting.

I can honestly say that I love being apart of this. It is a

brilliant, wonderful experience this journey to become an

actor.

https://jas2021.eventbrite.com.au

